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STRUCTURE, TRATIGRAPHY AND EVOLUTION 
OF CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN 
Sumrnn•·y. The purpo~' of thiB pap<-r is to ouLlin the r ·gionnl t; tructure. · traligraph y and 
evolution of the P lngian and louinn Seas. In( rmation. descriptions. remark ·. irl as and 
on ·lus ion here reported are bo cd on a great amount f n w gcolo i cn ~ geophysical ond drilling 
cxpl n11i n data, and n the numerous most info rmativ ' publi hcd cicntific pap rs. 
Th tudicd a a has been schematically subdivided iuto geological provinces according to 
thei r levant r giona. l l1ara 1 ·rs. Every pro vine is d ' cribcd in a syntheti c mann •r regarding 
tratigraph stn1 turul cuing, main geodynami I phases. which have occurr d and a o iaLed 
·gional vo ltanic activities. 
Fou1· prind pol extensional pha~c · arc r ogniz d fr m Permo-Tria ic to Quat rml ry. Th 
lirs t rw, a ·Livf' during lliddle- pper Trios ic, produced o c:ontin mal rifting \viLh prom in nl 
t1fli ct~ in the ahcs·T•·ipc>li· li. uratu ba ' in, tc:ppcnos a Trough ( icil y-Maha platf rm ar<'a), 
' icil y-Malta·M f'dina 1oun · ani M<'dina Bank areas, and in the Ionian •a. Th cond 
••x.trns ional phase 01:~: urr d in Middl -Jura ic and t)pen •d th · loni[tn "ea. Th • Sicily-MalLo 
· ·arpmt•nt i affected hy an rxtensionulmega-faull sy l m that connects Lh thick continental 
en• t of the P lagian ·P,a lu th.: pal co-oceanic crus t of th • Ionian aby · aJ basin. 
Th · P lagian 
rommcn ed in the pJH'r .r ta u ). a re cons titut d by n mor r I thi k 
qucn that in(:!ud 'S dcpi)Sition~ f·· m Tria i to Quotcmary. The irt R i as w II as oLh r 
grologicnl provinces of the s tudi dar 'II , wa gmatl y Lr tchc:d during the third ext ns iQmtl phas 
of the Mitlrll pp ·r retnccous. 
Th Ionian a by ul Lasin i inte rpreted as a paleo-
cover d by d p wutCI' scdim ·nt from the Iiddle Jura 1 l ua t 111ury. ln th central part of 
the Ionian. wh r the r xis t ' th c> maximum Sou ucr anomaly of th Mcditcrran an, the 
sedim nta ry sequence u w II o th low r urust , ur considurnbly thinn •r. 
'l'h hl l main extensional pho l urr •d from U1 Iiddl e- ppcr Mioccn lo Quaternary 11nd 
afr·ctetl th gr ·a tc r part of the Pcla .-ian and Ionian ea but in porlit:ula r Lhe areas of Ma.ILo-
Pantc lleria-!.ino a. M dina rahen and th [onian ea. Malta Is lands, r · tructttrall y a n horsl 
which emer ed inth • P lagian a during lat Miocene-Lower Plioccn . Th rifting pr <:1• of the 
Pcluginn ea involvl!S th l!lllir median ar a known as th e Sicily Channel with numerous 
t• xl nsional nul! block collapsinf(, tjjting and widespread volcanic activity. 
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I. Introduction 
After mor than two decades of inten e geological and geophysical exploration 
activities, remarkable progress ha been made in the knowledge of structur and 
stratigraphy of the Mediterranean. This do not mean that all a peelS f the basin are 
now fully under tood. But jt is· today possible to prop se schemes of geodynamical 
evolution supported by more data. 'In addition to th scientific investigation. a 
consistent contribution has been made also by the oil exploration activity on the 
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continental shelf areas. Drilling results of the JOIDES project in deep w~er:.> <ue u.lG•.· 
very important, especially for the study of the Messinian and Plio-Quat rnary serie . 
In the pre enl paper, the Author outlines the r gional stratigraphic and structural 
conditions of the Central Mediterranean (Pelagian and Ionian Seas) mainly resulting 
from interpretation of the seismic exploration conducted by OGS, or published or 
available. Moreover some major extensional phases as ociated volcanic activities, and 
ub idences are recognized and described. 
Careful analyses of the great amourit of collected data allow the existence of an old 
oceanic crust in the abyssal plain oflonian Sea to be deduced. The geological interval of 
time of crustal opening and evolution of such a basin are al o proposed. 
The investigation is extended also" to the southern Apulian platform area which is 
considered as a plate separated from the African megaplate during the crustal opening 
of the Ionian Sea. 
An important contribution to the understanding of the geodynamical movements of 
the studied area is given by the reconstruction of the volcanic activities which have 
occurred during various phases f:rom the Triassic to the present time. 
Signjfi ant co ntributions to the enhancement of knowledge were furnished by the 
drilling xploration acLiviti of Glomar Cha.llenger (D.S.D.P.; Legs 13 and 42 a); Ryan 
el a]. (1973)· Hsii l al., (1978). 
[t has been clear for everal year that the Ionian Sea is a key area forth ob rvation 
of important p;eological events, determ i nan l for the understanding of th vol uti on of the 
Central-Eastern Mediterranean For thi rea on many Author were attracted to the 
exploration of thi basin. 
After the discoveries of the relevant data in support of the plat te tonic theory in 
th Atlantic ocean and its margins the first general attempt to introduce a plate tectonic 
mod I in the whole Mediterran an, to explain the evolution of this basin, was carried out 
by Dewey et al. (1973). The Authors of this paper wer of the opinion not only that th1~ 
history of theM ditenanean and Alpine ystem is basically associated with the openiug 
of the Atlantic and relative plate movements b tween the America and Europe-Africa, 
and between Africa and Europe, but also that the fundamental plate t clonic mod Is, 
developed at that time, were valid for Lhe Mediterranean a1·ea. It i to be said that at the 
time of publication of thi paper the exploration and knowledge of theM dit rranean 
was much more carce than som years later. For thi reason the Author had not thf' 
opportunity to take into con ideration some important data and aspect observed by 
succ sive exploration , but they had the merit to beli ve in th plate tectonic model 
for the. Medit rranean, even 1I at that time the Author favourabl to uch an 
interpretative approach were not numerous. 
Boccaletti et al., (1972; 197 4; 1976) app)jed progressively the interpretation model 
of Marginal and Back-arc basin to the Ligurian Sea and Apennines and al the end to the 
entire Mediterranean area. 
Biju-Duval et al, (1976; 1977) proposed a plate te tonic model ba d on the 
kinematic evolution of th african and European plat giv n by Pitman and Talwani 
{1972) and using the rotation ugg sted by Francheteau (1973) for the relationships 
between Africa ad North America. This intere ling model takes into account a very 
consistent number of observations and con ider a more limited numb r of plates than 
Dewey et al., (1973). 
Laub cher(197 l ; 1973; 1974) and Laubscher and Bernoulli (1977) examining the 
Central-W tern Alps, the Dinarid s and Hellenides propose plate tectonic models 
having som original modifications with respect to the classic chem . The eAu~1?rs 
emphasiz tbe palin paslic reconstructions and con ider gravity a the main ~r~Vln~ 
force in the subducti n process. The model wruch postulat a southern ngm 0 
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tudied Art a O.f Central Medite"anean and Schemt of Geological Subdivision. 
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Antalya-Cyprus Hatay oph yo lite and th opt:ning of th <> Ea t<> m M<>diterran •an in 
Me ozoic (Laub cher 1 al.. J 977) i si milar in some aspects to that of Biju-Duval et al.. 
(1976) . 
Ba ed on a deep knoWit'dge of strati raphic sequences of the Southern Apennines. 
and assuming several concept alread y presented in Laubscher et al. Scandone et aL 
(1977) propo e an interesting geodynam ic model of the Central Mediterranean area. 
Carey (1976) presents a global geodynamic evolution based on his expanding 
theory published in 1953. The Author interprets the evolution of Teth ys a a 
consequence of torsional megadeformations, with rotation of blocks. 
An original approach to the evolution of the earth s crust and in particular of th 
Alpine System in the Mediterranean is proposed by Tapponier P. (1977) . Following 
this theory and interpretation, the African promontories of the ltalian and Arabian 
peninsulas played an important role in detennining the tectonic conditions in the 
collision area with stable Europe. 
Channel, D'Argenio and Horvath (1979) reconstruct the paleotectonic evolution of 
the "Adr ia" plate. considered a.s a promontory of the African one. The periadriatic 
orogenic systems are ex~tmined and the ideas expressed are supported by several 
consistent arguments, and new data or data available from careful consultation of the 
whole literature. Also Semenza (1977) studying in detail the Southern Alps. arrives at 
the conclusion that the Adriatic (Italo-Austro·Dinaric plate) is substantially a promon-
tory of Africa. 
Bosellini (1973) discussed a geodynamic model of the Southern Alps in Jurassic 
and Cretaceous. Castellarin and Vai (1981) remark on the importance ofHercyniim 
tectonics in the Alpine system. Castellarin, Colacicchi and Praturlon (1978) reconstru-
ct the extensional tectonics along with the important geological area of the Ancona-
Anzio line. 
Many other important papers have contributed to the progress in the kno~iledge of 
the Mediterranean, and only the limit of space does not allow the enumeration of other 
relevant research works to be continued. 
2. Regional structural and stratigraphic eonditions of Pelagian and Ionian 
Seas 
All reconstructions of the regional structural and stratigraphic conditions are 
mainly based on seismic explorations and on remarkable amount.s of available data of 
oil explo~tion along the continental margins. Th.e most. complete regional seismic 
exploration which covers the whole Med~terranean is that carri ed out by the OGS 9f 
Trieste, and.partially publish ed by Finetti and Morelli (1972; 1973) and Finetti (1976. 
1981) . 
Important seismic information on deep water areas of the Mediterranean are given 
also by the exploration activity ofiFP, CNEXO a.nd others: Mauffret et al., (197 3 ); Biju-
Duval et al., (1974); Mulder (1973). 
These data, together with the drilli~g results of the JOIDES project (Legs 13 and 42 
a) constitute the most useful infonnation for the outline of the existing geological 
conditions of deep water area!! of the Mediterranean. 
Particular attention has been dedicated to the Mesozoic extensional geodynamics 
because of its importance for the reconstruction of the evolution of the area. While of the 
Pelagian and Western Ionian Sea the tectonics associated with the Mesozoic move· 
mel1ts is still evident, in the Eastern Ionian Sea, on th~ contrary, the successi~e 
compressional movements have largely modified the previously existing tect~mc 
setting., Only in a small area between the Calabrian and Hellenic Arcs it is still posstble 
to observe the extended margin of Apulia (Fig.s 4 & 5). 
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From tht stratigraphi<' and tectonic viewpoint it is possible and convenient to divide 
the studied an·as into seven geological provinces (Fig. 1): 
Pelagian Sea 
Sirte rise 
Ionian abyssal basin 
Apulian platform 
Southern Adriatic basin 
Calabrian arc 
Hellenic arc 
These provinces have indiyidual characters which are remarkably different from 
each other. But _in every province its own particular characteristics can be substantially 
observed over the whole area. 
The Pelagian Sea is the most explored province of those studied in this paper, and 
for its vary ing characteristics it has. been subdivided into seven different geological 
units (Fig. 1). 
2.1 ...:.... Pelagian Sea 
With this name the area between Sicily, Tunisia (Cape Bon), Tripolitania coast, the 
upper limit of the Sicily-Malta escarpment and the Medina bank to the east is intended. 
In literature this part of th~ Mediterranean is also called the "Strait or Channel of 
Sicily". We will limit the term-'' Channel of Sicily" only to the central area of the Pelagian 
Sea .where the prominent rifting process exists and' the larger grabens like those of 
Malta, Pantelleria, Linosa and Medina occur. 
To illustrate and describe the varying geological and geophysical aspects of this Sea 
it is convenient, as above mentioned, to subdivide the area into the following main 
geological units (Fig. 1): 
Gabes-Tripoli-Misurata basin 
Lampedusa-Medina plateaus 




Sicily-Malta-Medina Mounts Escarpment 
The last unit (Sicily-Malta-Medina Mounts escarpment) does not belong strictly to 
the Pelagian Sea. But to follow the relationships between this area and the Ionian 
abyssal basin, and to examine the remarkable difference between the steep escarpment 
of Sicily-Malta and that much more gentle ofSirte rise, -it is better to give its description 
immediately after the units previously commented on. 
2.1.1 --, Gabes·Tripoli-Misurata Basin 
This geological unit extends from the Sfax-Gabes area to offshore Misurata. It is 
limited to the south by the regional extensional fault system of Gafsa-Jeffara, and to the 
north by the Lampedusa-Medina Plateaus area. 
From the tectonic viewpoint this basin is to be considered as the result of old 
~xtens ional geodynamical movements which occurred in the Triassic and before in the 
aleozoic. The two flanks, as well as the trough of the basin are affected by several 
extensional faults, some of which with remarkable displacements. 
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Extensional phases, succ!'~~ivt· l!l tht· first ones abov!' mentioned. activated the 
previous] y existing faults, and cn·alt•d n!'w ones. After tht· Paleozoic-Triassic stretching 
movements otlwr important !'xlt'nsional geodynamic phast~s occurred in the Middle 
Jurassic and especially in thl' Middle-Upper Cretaceous. With this last one are 
associated remarkable igneous t·ffusions of a basaltic type. Basaltic layers in the 
Middle-Upper Cretacrous haw lwt·n found in several points by drilling exploration. 
These movements were accompanied by a consistent subsidence of the basin. 
Extensional and subsidence activities occurred also successively . In the Middle- Upper 
Miocene to Quaternary, one of the main extensional phases which affected not only and 
not particularly this area took place. 
On seismic lines it is possible to identify many more faults than it is possible to 
indicate on a map on a regional scale like that of Plates III and IV. 
Combining seismic stratigraphy and available borehole data it is possible to 
reconstruct the following average sequence (thicknesses ol Lower Mesozoic in metres 
by conversion of traveltime following the obtained seismic velocities): 
a) Plio-\)uaternary (1 00-350) 
b) Messinian interval (0-150) 
c) Middle Miocene to Oligocene (1400-2200) 
d) Eocene-Paleocene (700-1000) 
e) Cretaceous (1200-2000) 
f) Jurassic (1500-2600) 
g) Permo-Triassic (Probably more than 3000) 
Triassic salt walls are known to exist from boreholes· made. Seismic evidence of Triassic 
salt walls, especially on the deeper part of the Gabes-Tripoli basin has been found. From 
seismic velocity functions it seems clear that Miocene-Oligocene is generally associated 
with relatively low values (2000 to 3000 m/sec) attributable to predominant shaly-
marly sequences. Eocene and Mesozoic are frequently characterized by higher 
velocities probably corresponding to carbonate intervals, homogeneous and/or inter-
bedded with shaly-marly layers. 
2.1.2 - Lampedusa·Medina Plateaus 
Along with the median area of. the Pelagian Sea there exist two regional structural 
highs: that of Lampedusa and that of Melita-Medina banks. Even if these structures 
show several local variations with very gently ondulations and many young nonnal 
faults with horst and grabens, schematically we can consider them, in a regional 
manner, as two large plateaus. Such features are limited to the south by the Gabes-
Tripoli- Misu.rata basin, and t<,> the north by the troughs ofLinosa and Medina Grabens 
Pkte OI. While the Lampedusa Plateau is regionally an unique high, the Melita-Medina 
plateau is much more fragmented and constituted by different highs and lows affected 
by numerous faults. 
The Lampedusa plateau is higher than the Melita-Medina one. To compare the 
height of the two structures the Lampedusa area has been assumed as that inside the 
isochrone of 1.0 sec, while the Medina Bank area has been assumed as that inside the 
isochrone of 1.6 sec (top Mesozoic, Plate lii). So Lampedusa plateau on average results 
about 0.6 sec, or about 0.9 km higher. 
Examining the geological evolution of these parts of the Pelagian Sea, it seems 
possible to say that the Lampedusa-Medina plateau is a regional high area that has 
existed for a long time: at least since the Cretaceous. The more recent movements of the 
Miocene-Quaternary extensional phase produced fracturation with creation of local 
uplifted blocks and grabens within the regional swell. 
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Both the Lampt• du a plateau and tht• Melita- Medina plalt'au area · are afft't' tt·d l.ty 
rnore or )e s consist r nl volcanic activitie~. The Medina Bank es~ecially shows s~vrral 
romincnl magnclk anomalies. Probably tht' Cr~tace()U phase .' s the most conststcnt ~nd widdy diffus d one. But al o the last extensiOnal phase (M10cen · to Quaternary) 
seems to have locall y affected the area along with the major faults. 
By interpolation and extrapolation on s~i~mic lines of the c~n.ditions. known in l~e 
Gabe -Tripoli-Misurata ba in and on the Stctly-Malta plateau tits posstble t.o prt>dtct 
the following average stratigraphic condition for the Lampedusa and Medtna Bank 
areas (thickness in metrrs): 
1) Lampedu.w plateau area 
a) Plio-Quaternary (0-350) 
b) Messinian (0-50) 
c) Middle Miocene to Oligocene (1200-1500) 
d) Eocene-Paleocene (500-900) 
e) Cretaceous (2200-3000) 
f) Jurassic (1200-2200) 
g) Permo-Triassic (More than 2000) 
2) Medina bank area 
a) Plio-Quaternary (0-250) 
b) Messinian (0-50) 
c) Middle Miocene to Oligocene (200-900) 
d) Eocene-Paleocene (200-900) 
e) Cretaceous (3000-5000) 
f) Jurassic (2400-3000) 
g) Permo-Triassic (More than 2000) 
At the Lampedusa Island a Cainozoic-Mesozoic limestone sequence is outcro~ping 
and the structural uplift is limited to the north by a remarkable fauJL The_predommant 
trend is that parallel to the axis of the Pelagian Sea: NW-SE. At the Medma bank ar~a 
the Tertiary sequence is generally thicker than on the ~ampedusa Platea~. Mesozotc, 
following our seismic interpretation, seems substanttally comparable tn terms of 
thickness in the two considered plateaus. 
2.1.3 - Sicily Channel Ritfing Area 
The morphological setting of the Pelagian Sea, for the most part, is relatively young 
and associated with geotectonic conditions. 
Th regional structural conditions can be assumed.~ s~bs.t~tially tabular .on the 
fractured parts of the basin and everywhere before the NQ rifung phase. Du~ng the 
last m.Un extensional phase of the Miocene-Quaternary a remarkable stretchmg .a?d 
faulting activity affected the whole Pelagian Sea and in particula~ the ~rea of the S1clly 
Channel in correspondence with the major gr~ens of PanteUena, Lmosa, ~alta and 
~edina (Plate lii). Before this geodynamical phase, a long period of relabv_ely n~t 
unportant movements or quiet conditions occurred in the Pelagian Sea. Dunng thts 
interval of time the whole Pelagian Sea area was a basin where sedimentation took place 
~th continuity on a sea bottom having moderate depth variations from place to pl.ace, 
With few limited exceptions, like for example the areas of Lampedusa and Lamp10ne 
Islands. Malta Island, from the whole Middle Miocene hack in time to at least the 
Cretaceous, did not exist. 
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The Middlc-Mioc ·nt'-Quutt·rnary str tching and rifting aetivit produced h re tht• 
most widely di trihutt!d d •formation proct'SS with num rous normal fa~lts, som(• 
having remarkabl • di placemt'nt$ (Fig.s 11. I 2. 13). During this geodyn<~:m•c a tiv.ity 
the Pelagian s •a as umed tht· pn.•scnt sea-bottom setting with the .generataon of major 
grabens like those of Malta. Pantelleria, Lino a. and Medina (Ftg. 9). In the Upp r 
Miocene- Early Plioc n , or about 10 m. y. ago. the block of the Maltese lsfands 
emerged. Examining in detail the structural setting and volution of the Malta graben 
and Maltese I land it i pos ible to make some important remarks: 
a) Maltese 1 lands block i stru{:turally a Horst {Fig. 1 J). 
b) The ex.tensionaJ and rifting movements of major grabens as well a that of Ma~ta. 3.r<' 
generally accompanied by tilting pro es es of the two uplift d blocks on both s1des of 
the considered graben. Mahese Islands are generated by the tilting of the NE block oftht> 
Malta Graben. 
Rifting movements of thi ''NQ" phase are also associated with a prominent 
volcanic activity which occurred in several parts of the Sicil~ Chan~el. The most 
important outcropping volcanic shows are those of the Pantellena and Lmosa Islands. 
But exploration activity and magnetic anomalies indicate that several other areas w~re 
affected by volcanism from the Miocene to the Quaternary. See for example Medma 
Graben (Fig. 9). 
The stratigraphy of this area, following seismics, shows appr~ciable variat~ons in 
terms of thickness and probably also of lithology. In fact it is pos~a~le.to see honzontal 
seismic velocity changes along with equivalent time-stratigraphic ~ntervals. 1? t~e 
following list the time stratigraphic intervals of the Malta area resultmg from seasm1c 
exploration are given: 
a) Marine Plio-Quaternary and Messinian (Missing) 
b) Miocene to Oligocene (500-600) 
c) Eocene-Paleocene (700-1000) 
d) Cretaceous (1200-1500) 
e) Jurassic (1800-2200) 
Q Permo-Triassic (More than 3000) 
Here, as well as on the whole area from Ragusa to Medina Mounts, the Middle 
Jurassic is affected by the most impressive volcanic activity (Phase "J''). More modest 
volcanic shows occur also in the Cretaceous extensional phase ("K"). The entire 
Mesozoic sequence of the Malta area furnishes high seismic velocities .in accordan~e 
with the existence of a carbonate sequence which is here much more contmuous than m 
the Rap;usa and the Medina bank areas. 
2.1.4 - Caltanissetta Basin 
Centra:! Sicily is geologically characterized by a very thick Neogene .basin known as 
"Caltanis·setta Basin' . The thickest stratigraphic sequence is t.hat of Mwc~ne (200~ ~o 
4000 m ) which terminates with the late Miocene evaporitic mte:o:ai. Th1s ev~ponttc 
succession in the Caltanissetta basin is constituted by evapontic. and terngenous 
sediments cyclically alternated. Evaporitic deposits here are so typ1cal that from the 
town of Messina, this chronological interval (Messinian) takes its name. 
Since the Early Neogene the basin has been affected by a marked subsidence 
accompanied by high rate deposition. From the Middle Miocene .to the Qua.ternary 
both the gravitative sliding and the compressional geodynamacs .detennmed an 
exasperate tectonics with shea.ring planes, overthrusts and chaotac allochtonous 
conditions. 
Movements continued also during the .Quaternary as the existence of the Quater-
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na.TY olistostrome in South Sicily and the Gulf of Gcla (Plate Ill), indicates. 
Thi ba in f'X Iend r; in th1• P · la~ia n Sea towards SE in the area north of Malta. 
Stratij!raphicaJiy. th1• ar a between Malta and Ragusa. from the Eo ·ene to th Mesozoic 
is similar to thai of Malta. Bul ht·re al o tht> Oligocen and. a thicker Miocene, and thin 
Plio-Quaternary xist. More detail d stratigraphical and structural conditions are 
report d in Palacca t al., (1981) . · 
2.1.5 - Ragusa· Malta Plateau 
The area between Ragusa and Malta, limited to the East by the SiciJy-Malta 
escarpm nL i onstiluted by a very thick Mesozoic sequence covered by a Cainozoic 
progre,ssively thinning from west to ea t and from south to north. In south-east Sicily, 
·and near the limit of the escarpment. the Mesozoic outcrops, or is very shallow. The 
whole Ragusa-Malta area shows gentle ondulation mostly trending NE-SW in the 
northern part. But al o NW-SE less pronounced trends can be identified. Faults are not 
so numerous as in the area of the major grabens (Malta, Pantelleria. Linosa ad Medina 
grabens) and are in ereraJ older because they are frequently associated with the 
Mesozoic extensional phases ("J", " K"). In some cases the paleo-fault ystems stopped 
their activity during the first generating extensional phase; in some others they were 
renewed by successive phases. Regionally, the Ragusa-Malta platform area can be 
consider d as an asymmetric ridge trending N-S and affected by clear and remarkable 
tilting movements near the Sicily-Malta escarpment. Such tilting is associated with the 
main extensional phase which is here that of the Middle Juras ic ("J"). But also the 
Cretaceous ("K") and Neogene-Quaternary phase ("NQ") continued the uplifting and 
tilting movements of the block. 
.The. M.altese Island are constituted by small emerging areas of the uplifted block 
whtch hmtts to the North the Malta graben. Uplifting of this block and the emersion of 
t?e.Maltese lsl.a~ds are due to ~e tilting movements which is associated with the "NQ' 
nftmg of the ~1c1ly Channel area. The Maltese Island~ block structurally is a horst 'Fig. 
11) from wh1ch the Islands emerged about 10 m.y. ago, at the end of Miocene. 
.The whole Ragusa-Malta platform area is affected by prominent volcanic activities 
wh~ch o~curred ~t different regional stretching phases. Four main' phases {Fig. 32) can 
~~ t~entlfied: Maddie- Upper Triassic ( 'T"), Middle Jurassic ('T'), Upper Cretacecus 
( K ) and Neogene-Quaternary ("NQ"). 
In ~hi.s area, all the phas~s prodU<~ed intense activities with thick to very thick 
volc~mc. mterva~s. Particularly impressive is the Middle Jurassic phase. In fact, the 
relatave a~ten:alas almost completely constituted by igneous rocks. But also the Middle-
Uppe~ T~tass1c {P~ta~ca et al., 1981) shows a remarkable volcanic activity with many 
basaluc mtervals m Streppenosa" formation {Black Shale). 
2.1.6 - Adventure Plateau 
The area offshore of SW Sicily, known as" Adventure Plateau" .is uhstantially flat 
:~tthe. se~ b?ttom surface, but shows . remarkable geody':amic movements and 
omzahon m subsurface. Both extensional a.nd compressiOnal movements with pred · · · • ~romance of the frrst one, affected the area. Extensional deformation and 
assN~~ted normal faulti~g is predominantly trending parallely to the Sicily Channel ~ hr -E.SE) . Compress.10nal effects and reverse faulting, generally parallel to the 
ag ebtan trend (NE-SE), are much more modest than the extensional ones. · 
Fro~ SW ~icily toward Pantelleria Island the reflecting sequence shows a general 




nzed by a prograding sequence overlying a relatively thin Lower Miocene. 
nera y j · · h' · h urass1c ts t m to very t in or missing. 
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A\"(·rap:P timP-slrati,e:raphir .!lc·qu<' nrr <:an hi' summarized a._ follows {thickne~s in 
mr.tn·s); 
a) Plio-Quaternary (0-1 000) 
b) M . sinian (0-200) 
) Middle-Upper Pre-Me sinian Mio ·ene (200-2000) 
d) Lower Miocene (0-800) 
e) Eocene-0 li~ocene- Palt>occ>n<• (200-800) 
n Cretaceou (600-1400) 
g) Jurassic (0-500) 
h) Triassic (> 3500) 
Tne "NQ" extensional phase produced the most remarkable deformation with 
several volcanic shows especially in the Southern part of the plateau. 
2.1. 7 - Sicily-Malta- Medina Mounts Escarpment 
A very important geological meaning is assum d by the Sicily-Malta escarpment. 
Tectonically, it is affected by a normal regional mega-fault system that diminishes its 
total displacement from Sicily (Fig. 6) to the Medina Mounts (Fig. 7) about 1.5 second, 
two-way time, at Middl Jurassic layers. 
South of Lh Ragusa Plateau (Fig. 6) there exists a c_omplete thick Mesozoic covered 
by a thjn Eocene (about200 m).. Then a very big extensional' fault system brings to the 
down block of the Ionian abyssal area with a slope directly constituted by the fault 
plane. It is eviden~ even from seismic characters, that up-block and down-block have 
ve_ry different Tertiary sequences: very thin and only of Eocene age the Upper block, 
and very thick and with a much more complete sequence the down one. Stratigraphy 
and tectonics of the down block are very indicative of the involved geodynamics. In fact 
it is possible to, remark that the fault system commenced its activity in the Mesozoic 
and continued in the Tertiary. In particular during the Miocene a prominent foundering 
of the Ionian Sea as a consequence of the NQ" extensional phase occurred. 
The most important and significant difference between the up and down block of 
this ara is not in the ~ertiary, but very probably in the Mesozoic and in the Crustal 
characters. After several years of geophysical, geologicaL and drilling exploration 
activities, studying all obtained data, the Author has arrived at the conclusion that the 
Ionian abyssal basin is constituted by a paleo-oceanic crust open during the Mesozoic. 
Arguments in support of such an interpretation are discussed later on in paragraph 2.3. 
Structurally the Medina Mounts are constituted by a complex fractured horsts 
system tranding W-E in the western part (Fig. 37). Associated prominent magnetic 
anomalies (Fig. 3) in adwtion to seismic information (Fig. 7) indicate that this feature is 
affected by volcanism. 
Examining more carefully the seismic exploration results it is possible to remark 
and/or deduc the follow.ing: . 
a) The no.rthern nank correlates very well. in terms of existing extensional faults and 
age of generating geodynamics with the Sicily-Malta escarpment. All geophysical 
data indicate that the northern escarpment of the Medina Mounts is the continuation 
of the Si.cily Malta escarpme.nt. In the Medina Mounts the total displacement of the 
invovled extensional fault system is smaller than in the Sicily-Malta escarpment. 
b)· The blocks forming the feature are differently foundered with respect to the Malta· 
Medina shallow platform area up to a depth of more than 2000 metres (Fig. 7). The 
foundering process or these blocks very probably commenced during the 
Cretaceous xtensional phase (' K") where the whole Sirte Rise w~ greatly 
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Fi~. 5 - J.;xample of Interpreted Seismir Rejlertintt Lin" on loniatt Mar!{in of Apulian Plate (Litte MS-69; S. P. 1730-1925). 
lt shows the same geodynamical process of Fil!ure 4. 
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~ It shows the .Passage from Ragusa-Malta Plateau area to the Ionian conditions. Evidence of old extensional geodynamics, with mega-fault system and 
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Fig. 7 - Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Medina Mounts Area (Line MS-21 ; S.P. 1940-141 0). 
The Mega-Fault System between Medina Mounts and the Ionian Basin is the continuation of the Sicily-Malta Escarpment seen in Figure 6. Evidence of 
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Fig. 8 - Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line On Medina Bank and Medina Escarpment A rea 
(Line MS-14: S.P. 451 0-411 0). 
It shows the continuity of the Mesozoic-Tertiary African Plate Sequence, not affected by faults in 
Medina Bank area. The eli:tensional faults of Medina Escarpment were produced during the "K" 
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Fig. 9- Example of lr1terpre1ed Seismic Reflection Line Across Medina Gra.ben Area (Line MS-14; S.P. 5625-5195). Medina Graben in created during the "NQ" extensional geodynamics, as well as all major grabens of Central Pelagian Sea. Evidence of young volcanic 
activity (Plio-Quaternary) associated with prominent magnetic anomaly. Remarkable tilting process involvin{?: also deep layers and very probably lower 
crust. 
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Fig. ll- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Malta Horst and Malta Graben Area (Line MS-19; S.P. 980-480). 
It is the continuation of previous Figure, and the four Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the entire line MS-19. In this Figure ll it is evident that the structure 
o£ Malta corresponds to a horst. Malta Graben is affected by a prominent rifting process occurred in "NQ" extensional phase. 













SICILY CHANNEL RIFTING AREA 
~ Fig. 12- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across the Rifting A rea of Central Pelapian Sea (Line MS-19; S.P. 1570-980). 
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the Miocene-Quaternary ("NQ"). On the contrary during the crustal opening phase 
"]", this area was very probably uplifted by tilting movements. 
c) The Mesozoic blocks of the Medina Mounts are covered by different thichnesses of 
Tertiary from relatively thin to very thin. In some cases the Mesozoic outcrops. 
d) The southern flank of the Medina Mounts is determined by extensional faults having 
in general a much more modest displacement (Fig. 7). The faults very probably 
commenced in the Middle-Upper Cretaceous (phase "K"), during the generalized 
stretching activity which affected the Sirte Rise. During the Miocene-Quaternary 
extensional phase, all the major existing fractures were newly activated and the 
displacements of the faults of the southern flank of the Medina Mounts are mostly 
due to these last geodynamical movements. 
2.2 - Sirte Rise 
With this term the whole Sirte margin area between the Sirte coast, the east limit of 
the Medina and Melita plateau and the Ionian abyssal basin is identified (Fig. 1 & Plate 
III). 
The regional structure of this geological province can be schematically considered 
as a monocline affected by numerous extensional faults accompanied by tilted blocks. 
Assembling numerous exploration data, and extending the calibrated or reconstructed 
stratigraphic and structural information to the deep water of the Sirte Rise, it is possible 
to summarize the following remarks: 
a) In the area of the Gulf of Sirte, as is well known, on a Cambro-Ordovician or 
Hercynian basement, marine sedimentation commences in the Upper Cretaceous 
and continues until the Quaternary. 
b) Off the upper slope (Plate III) from about the isochrone3.0 to3.6 sec area, below the 
calibrated Upper Cretaceous sediments, a reflecting sequence, that can be correlated 
with the Lower Cretaceous to Triassic sequence known in the surrounding Pelagian 
Sea and Cyrenaica areas onlaps and progressively thickens seaward. Anyhow, this 
pre-Upper Cretaceous reflecting sequence in the Sirte Rise seems relatively thin. 
c) Both the seismic data and calculated magnetic basement indicate that in the Sirte 
trough the thickest and more complete sedimentary sequence of the Sirte Rise exists. 
The magnetic basement is expected here at about 7 to 8 km, including 1.8 km of 
water. From the Paleozoic to the Lower Jurassic a maximum total thickness of about 
2.3 km has been calculated. Then, the Middle-Upper Jurassic to Oligocene sequence 
is generally thin (maximum 1.8 km in Sirte trough. The Miocene thickens 
progressively seaward and in the Ionian abyssal basin arrives at more than 3 km. 
The maximum Messinian thickness is about 1 km. The Plio-Quaternary is thin 
everywhere (100-400 m). 
d) The fault pattern of the Sirte Rise suggests that initial extensional movements 
commenced probably in th Middle Jura. sic during the crustal opening of the Ionian 
Sea. But the main stretchi ng phase and subsidence occurred in the Middle-Upper 
Cretaceous, when Lhe prominent marine ingression of the Sirte basin took place. 
Also the ' Q' phase was active as indicates the fact that several faults affect the 
Tcrtiru·y Quaternary layer . 
e) From the yrenaica ridg to the Ionian abyssal basin, or from about 6.0 to 7.0 
s conds on th top Me ozoic time structural map (Plate III), crustal conditions that 
ca? be attributed to an " intermediate type" exist. 
lt 1 pre babl y h re t.hat theSE continuation of the paleo-tectonic area, corresponding 
to the Sicily-Malta-Medina mounts escarpment, stretched during the "J" phase, and 
~uccessively enourmously modified by the younger extending processes, is to be 
10und. 
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2.3 - Ionian Ab s al Basin 
For s v ral year , many investigations hav be n conduct d in the Ionian ea with 
th purpo · of understand in the g ol rical condition and ge dynamical volution of 
u ·h a key area of th M diten·an an. 
In th past, wh 11 g ophysical information was mor scarce, the crustal conditions of 
th Ionian wer trongly question d . Succe ively variou Authors favoured th 
hypothe i that the Ionian ba in (abyssal plain) is an old oceani cru t covered by a 
thick sedim entary equ nee. But still ontin ntal crusts are upported by om 
uthors. 
In the pr nt scientific paper, the Author aft r xamination and interpretation of a 
great amount of geoph i aJ g lo ical and bor hole data summarizes hi view. 
Variou data, int rpr tativ I m nts, and argument suppo1·t th id a that the 
loniru1 abys al ba in ar a i composed by a paleo-oc anic rust. Moreover the 
interpr tation of a regional sei mi xploration covering th entire Mediterran an, and 
the numerous borehol data and s i mic eviden n the occurred volcanic a tivitie 
indicat that cru tal opening ery probably took place durin the Middl Jura ic. 
To ummarize, it is possibl to li t the following argument in upport of the 
existence of a pal o-oc -ani crust in the Ionian a by sal basin: 
a) From Lh calibrat d ar a of the irte basin and th Southern Pelagian ea sei mi 
-xploration allow some conlinuou cl ar r [J clor to be follow d up to the Ionian 
_aby sal basin with high reliability r aru·ding horizon identification. These reflectors 
indicat thatth base f th Upper Cr ta cu -Mesozoic sequence, which on lap th 
l bas m ntandi fullycali_brat dinth i1·tebasin,continue uptothe!onianaby al ba in with thinner sequences. 
, b) On the Si1·t slope, th Upp r r tac ous is underlain by old r s dimenls having 
. angular unconJormity. Th se diments thicken in the Sirte b·ough and again become 
relativ ly thin from the yrenai a Jidge to the abyssal ba in, along with the Low r 
Sirt lope. 
c) Th acou tic basement is strongly fra lured not lear from tb irt basin to the 
yrenaica ridg , and on th upp r part of th area between the ridge and th a by sa l 
ba in. Th n t.he ba ment become flat, more clear and continuous exc pl wh n 
r cent vol a no ur. This La t basement seems mor imilar in character to that of 
an oceani crust. 
d) From the calibrated area of SW Melita plateau, ei mi refl tors picked up to th 
Sirtc ri e acl Lh Ionian aby sal basin, indicate that in the Sirt ri.se, under the Upper 
Cretaceou bas (unconf rmity) older sediments attributable to a time-interval from 
Lower r tac ous to Triassic exist. Th e ediment ar thinning in the Sirte rise due 
t vident stretching and riftin processes which occttrr d during the "K" pha and 
probably also th J pha e. 
e) Th reflector calibrated i_n th i1·t ba in and in the Melita plat au area and pi ked 
up to th aby al basin, cotT lated acros th Si ily-Malta escarpm nt with the 
chronologically equivalent reflector calibrated in the icily-Malta plateau area 
indicate that, very probably, th lower part of the Me ozoic sequence is mis ing in 
the I nian block. 
Q The studied area shows that the Middle Juras ic, everywhere on the Ragusa-Malt.a 
plateau, up to the Medina mounts. is affected by prominent olcanic activity constJ-
tuted by widely diffused basaltic extrusions. 
lgneou rock interval are impr i ely continuou both in Lim and space n the 
greater part of th Middle Jurassic of the Sicily-Malta area, near the e carpment. 
Such activity i surely associated with a mega-geodynamic event that cannot be, 
logically expJruned by a simple contin ntal lifting process. 

























































IONIAN ABYSSAL BASIN 







Fig. 15 - Example. of Int.erpreted Seismic Reflection Line in Ionian Abyssal Basin (Line MS-27; S.P. 590-390). 
Evidence of faulting and volcanic activity associated with "K" and mainly "NQ" stretching phases. One volcanic show is outcropping with a small Sea 
Mount. 
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Fig. 16- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line in Ionian Abyssal Basin (Line MS-27; S.P. 230-1). 
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Fig. t 7- E:!Garnple of Interpreted Seismic Reflecr.ion. Line in. Ionia n Abyssal Basin (Line MS-21; S.P. 690·1 20). 
'!;his part of Seismic Une MS-21 is located on the maJ< imum Bouguer a nomaly area (+ 310 mGal} of Central Ionian Basin. Evidence of prominent 
magmaLic.exlrUSions with a Sea Moun t here named for the fifl!L time "Moreoni Sea Mount" dedica ted to one of the World's greatest scientists. Sedimentary 
..:quenee is c:o·nsidernhly th innin@. and base.mcnt uplifti ng. 
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Fig. 18- Ex amp le of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line in Ionian Abyssal Basin Near the Outer Limit of Gala brian A rc (L ine MS-60; S.P. 2020-2225). 
This and the next six Figures show the entire line MS-60, which crosses the whole Ionian part of Calabrian Arc. In this Figure are shown the typical flat 
conditions of the Ionian ;'\hyssal Basin with sediments from Middle-Upper Jurassic to Quaternary. 
maximum anomaly of th Med·iterranean (Finetti-Morelii, 1973) of +310 mGal 
xists. 
Such a v ry high value cannot be explained with models of continental rust or f 
intermediat types. Here, a v ry onsistent thi~ning of the ~e o~oi.c. qu.ence and 
uplifting oi the basement (Fig. 17) and promment volcamc act!Vlll w1th a Sea 
mount - to whlch we give the name of "Mal'coni" - took place. . 
h) Recent Deep ismic ounding investigations with seabottom .se1smogr~ph 
indicate in th Ionian, off the maximum 'Bouguer anomaly, an oceamc crust w1th a 
Moho depth of about 17 km. Thi alue i in agreement with our calculati~n~ and we 
xpect a further crustal thin rung at the Marconi ea mount ~ea, up to a m1mmum of 
about 13-14 km (Fig. 34). This crustal model may now explam the Bouguer anomaly 
very well. . . . . 
i) A uming a model which postulates a cru tal openmg 10 the M1~dle Jurassic as 
would indicate all the abov listed arguments, all data u ed for th1s study fit very 
well, and in any case much b tter than models of continental or intermediate crusts. 
j) The Apulian platform on its SW side, in th~ Ionian Sea, is aff~c~ed ~y clear 
xten ional geodynamics. The extended ar a w1th fauJts ~d back·tlltmgs 1 ab?ul 
100 k:m wide. The late t movements occurred in recent times. uch a deformatiOn 
pattern of tne Apulian slope seems well in agreement with a model of a still movin 
passiv margin. 
Regarding the propos d cru tal op ning it is to be ~b ~rved that th~ regional seis~i 
exploration of the OGS here interprete~ does not mdtcate the ex1st~nce of a mid-
oceanic ridge uol ss more detailed seismiC control ext.ends the Marcom feature n.or_th-
westward and south- astward. Probably, the hypothesis of the detachment and dnftmg 
of the Apulian (or Adriatic) plate, without mid-oceanic tidge creation, is the more 
correct interpretation. 
2.4 - Apulian Platform 
The Apulian platform is chara teri~ed .by a very thick Me ozoi~ edimentary 
s quence continuous from th Permo-Tnas tc to the Upper Cretaceou m the southern 
par~ and with the Upper Cretaceous missing in the northern one (about north of 41° 
parallel). 
A deep borehole drilled in th Southern Apulia (Ugento 1) indicates ?-?out 40?0 
metres of Creta eous over Jurassic. In the northern part (area of Canosa posltJve grav1ty 
anomaly) geophysical data indicate a very tbin Lower Cre~aceous (~ess than 200 metre ) 
overlaying a Jurassic sequence about 4000 metres thtck. So, m southern onshore 
Apulia we expect th top Triassic at about 8 km depth. 
Lithologically, the Mesozoic succession is almo. t c?mple~ely char~cterized by 
monotonous carbonates quenc s, constituted by predon11~ant lunes.ton~ m the Upper 
Cretaceou and Dolomite in the Lower Cretaceous, Jurass1c and Tnassrc. The Upper 
Trias ic evaporite, well evident in the Adriatic from seismic data and constituted b.Y 
hal it in the Southern Ad.riatic ba in and in the Peloponne us area on the contrat:y ~s 
not o vident in the ApuJian s ismic reflection data. From r fraction seismics 1t 18 
possible to discriminate in Apulia a very high velocity refJ-actor of about 7.0 km/ s, 
attributable to an anhydrite interval encountered in a borehole of the Gargan area at 
about 2200 metres below sea leve~ but much deeper in the Apulian peninsula. 
Structurally, the merged Apulian platform i rather tabular or very lightly 
ondu1ated. Th Gargano feature, very probably, is e sentially a diapir -like str~ct~e 
gen rated by horizontal movements. with transform and shear faults ·along w•th t e 
Triassic evaporitic interval. Clear seismic evidence of a transcurrent fault, cro~sing thf 
Gargano and Sou them Adriatic area exists for the Gargano fault {Plate· Ill). Ev1dence 0 
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a regional transform fault can also be found for the Kefallinia fault which limits the 
Apulia platform and the Hellenic arc in the NE Ionian Sea. 
The Apulian platform extends considerably south-eastward up to the Kefallinia 
Island area. In the Adriatic it extends irregularly from about 20 to 45 km and then 
across a stee~. lop pas e ~~,much ~n r equences, probably corresponding to a 
d ep r depo 1t1on after the J extensiOnal phase of the Middle Jurassic. On the Ionian 
side clear evidence o.f extensional geodynamic exists (Fig.s 4 & 5). Here, the faulted 
slo~e connects the t~u~k platform area with the relatively thin M sozoic sequence ofthe 
loman abyssal basm mterpreted as paleo-oceanic crust. 
All th r constructed structural data from the Apulian platform and surmundin 
vast area point to the convincing conclusion that Apulia after it detachment from the 
Africa megaplate has drifted north-ea tward and nowadays, due to th horizontal 
pre~sure of?inarides and Hell~~des on one side and of Apennine on the other, is moving 
ant•clock\\11 e along the Kefalhma and Gargano faults. Seismicity of the area is well in 
a.,.r emenl and fully explain d by uch a postulated rotation. 
2.5 - Southern Adriatic Basin 
Ther is a onsi tent geological cliff renee between the area of the central-northern 
Adriatic with shalloww~ter and the area of the Southern Adriatic basin (Plate Ill) with 
de p water. A substannal analogy probably exi t d betw en the e two areas from th 
Permo· Triassic untilth Lower Juras ic, with a relatively thick dolomitic sequence and 
an evaporitic succession _in. the ~pp~r Tria ic. This evaporite is mostly anhydritic in 
the central northern Adnahc, while m the southern basin a thick halite precipitation is 
indicated by seismic data. 
After the main "1" extensional phase of the Middle Jurassic, which occurred in the 
central-eastern Mediterranean, very probably, also the southern Adriatic which is the 
m.arginal basin of the ~pulian (Adriatic. ~late), was affected by the stret~hing activity 
·With consequent subsidence and d.eposltJOnal change. 
Ge?physi~al data indicat that fl·?m the J urassi (_probably from the Middle-Upper 
Jurass1c) until the en~ of the Obgooene the sedimentary sequence is relatively 
cond n d. In the M10cene, due to the high deposition rate connected to the 
compressional phase ofDinarides, the sequence becomes progressively very thick from 
west to east (Finetti-MorelH, 1973: Fig. 25). 
At the top of the Low r Cretac ous in the Southern Adriatic basin, as w 11 as in the 
~eat?r part of the Pelagian Ionian and Eastern Mediterranean Seas it is possible to 
•den~£~.~ continuo~s charact ~is tic good to fair r?flector corre ponding to the "Marne a 
Fuco1d1 layer. Tht reflector 1 generally ass c1at d with a relatively thin interval of 
Marls interbedded with a carbonate sequence. 
2.6 - Calabrian Arc 
To .observ~ ~e defor~ational process that took place in the Ionian part of the 
Calabnan Arc It IS convement to follow the entire interpret d Seismic lin MS-60 from 
south- ast to. north we t (Fi . 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 23 & 24). The first figore (Fig. 18) 
~:r" ~he undeformed aJ'ea ?f th Ionian abys ill ba i~ just off the outer limit of the 
ab~an arc. Here the d1m ntary crust lS the typteal oll.e, interpreted as paleo-
0 t8?1C, already seen in pr vious figures (Fig.s 14 15 16 & 1 7), and haracterized by a T a~vely thin Mesozoic (about 1.3 sec r flection time), overlain by a thick tabular 
ert•ary S quence (mor than 2.4 ec) mainly on tituted by Miocen . 
N Successive Iigur s (Fig. 19 to 24) show the arcuated area deform d by the 
c:f'1~e-Quaternary co.mpres ional geodynamics. In Fig. 19, at the outer limit of the 
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Fig. 19 - Ea:ample of Interpreted Seismic R4"lecti.on Line On the Most Extemal Pa.rt of Calabrian Arc (Line MS-60; S.P. 1720-2000). 
From flat conditions of lonian Abyssal Basin one pa!~ses to the sliding interval, in front oftheArc and then to the b eginning of the Fore Arc Scraping Zone. 
A shearing plane at the base of Messinian is evident and deepens progressively. 
LINE MS 60 CALABRIAN ARC 
NW 
SHEARING PLANE 
1:-::l Fig. 20- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Calabrian Arc (Line MS-60; S.P. 1340-1620). 












LINE MS 60 
NW 
Fig. 21- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Calabrian Arc (Line MS-60; S.P 1000-1300). 
SheaT"ing plane limiting base of scraping disappears below the bottom of section. involving deeper layers of Mesozoic in cleforrnation process. 
CALABRIAN ARC 
LINE MS 60 
Fig. 22- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Calabrian Arc (Line MS-60; S.P. 680-975) . 
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Fig. 23- Example of Interpreted Seismic RefiB~·tion /,inc A'·ro~ s CalabriaJI Art (Line MS-60; S.P. 320-640). 
'Probab\y Crysta\line-Meta:morphic and Mesozoic Blocks of EuroJ;can Pla te are imbricated from S.P. 320 to about 630. Assuming such interpretation, 
S.P- 630 shou\d corres;pond to the T-~:ench Zone of Calabrian Arc, morphologically not so evident as th e Hellenic Trench. 
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Fig. 24- Example of Interpreted Seismic Refleciion Line Across the Calabrian Arc (Line M:i-60; S. P. 20-300). 




plane then deepens progressively (Fig.s 20 & 21), involving the entire Tertiary 
sequence ad the Upper Mesozoic. On Fig. 22 it is not possible to follow it any more 
because of the thick thrusted blocks. Very probably, after about the S.P. 1000, as 
indicates also the Bouguer gravity gradient, the shearing plane enters the greater part of 
the total sedimentary sequence. 
In the outer part of the arc (Fig. 19), from about S.P. 2000 to 1900, there is the 
frontal sliding allochthonous or melange. Such gravitative sliding deposits can be found 
in the foredeeps in front of every major thrusted block, or where a certain slope of 
Messinian and soft sediments exists. From S.P. 1900 to about S.P. 630 (Fig.s 19 to 23) 
imbricated blocks detached from the underthrusting African plate are explored and 
shown. If our interpretation regarding the crustal opening of the Ionian is correct, we 
expect that these blocks generally do not include older sediments than Middle Jurassic, 
except possible continental fragments which persisted after the drifting of the Apulian 
plate. 
So, the area from S.P. 1900 to 630 would correspond to the fore-arc scraping zone 
which seismically seems quite similar to other more classic scraping zones of the Indian 
and Pacific oceans. In the Calabrian arc the existence of a trench zone like for example, 
in the Hellenic arc is not immediately evident. But, a careful examination of the 
available geophysical data (seismic ad gravity) combined with known geological, 
borehole and physiographic data may distinguish onFig.s 23 & 24, from S.P 630 to 20 
the area where crystalline-metamorphic blocks and Mesozoic blocks of European plate 
are overthrusted on the forearc scraping zone. In this case the trench zone of S.P. 630 is 
very close and associated with subhorizontal or slightly dipping fault planes. The sea 
bottom surface, across the interpreted trench zone, drops down about 0.4 sec. or about 
300m. (Plate 1). 
While in the southern extremity of the Calabrian arc the Ionian crust is 
underthrusting with a very gently dipping plane (Fig.s 19 & 20), in the SW part (Fig. 
25) as well as in the SE one, the Ionian sequence underthrusts the Calabrian arc with a 
much more accentuated slope. Observing these and other general aspects of the 
compressional deformation, it seems possible to argue that in recent geological time 
(Plio- Quaternary) the main component on the relative Africa-Europe movement in the 
Ionian S a is not the N-S, but the SW -NE one. This fact determines now a shortening of 
the space of the Calabrian arc from Sicily-Malta escarpment to the Apulian margin with 
consequent restriction of arc width. 
The same main component of the movement determines compression, overthru-
stings and shorthening of the Ionian abyssal area in front of the Mediterranean ridge 
and of the ridge area. On the other side of the Hellenic arc, in the Levan tine Sea, for this 
reason, the main consequent deformation is the gravity sliding. 
2.7- Hellenic Arc 
Th lonian part of the Hellenic arc shows a regional structure very similar to that of 
the Calabrian arc. For a mor complete geophysical documentation, in addition to the 
Fig.s 26 27 28, 29 & 30 we refer also to Finetti (1976). 
In Fig. 26 Line MS-33 shows the structural and time tratigraphic relationship 
h_etween the Ionian ahys al basin and the Mediterranean ridge. The Mediterranean 
ndge ca.n be considered in summary the fore-arc scraping zone of the Hellenic arc, 
fQrmed entirely by detached ad imbricated blocks of sedimentary crust of the Ionian 
I ea: Th Messinian including the salt layer, is here relatively thick with respect to the 
oma~ Late Miocen evaporite sequenc . In Fig. 28 th shearing plane coincides 
Pr:ac~cally with the base of the Messinian salt. Then in (Fig. 29) entering mar in the ~edlterran an ridge, this plane deepen progressively and involves older sediments. 
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Fig. 26- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Showing the Contact Between Ionian Abyssal Basin and Medit erranean Ridge (Line MS-33; S.P 
1680-1425). . 
Messinian interval" AB" is relatively thick and forms Salt Domes in front of the Scraped Zone. In this outermost part the shearing plane occurs along the 
Messinian interval. 
MEDITERRANEAN RIDGE 
LINE MS33.. FO RE - ARC SCRAPING ZO NE 
144C ~ 
Fig. 27- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Mediterranean Ridf!e (Line MS-33; S.P. 1440-JI40). 
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Fig. 28 - Example of Interpreted' Seismic Reflection Line Showing the Contact Between the Cyrenaican Margin and the Mediterranean Ridge (Line MS-50; 
S.P. 12960-12660). 









FORE-ARC SCRAPING ZONE 
~ Fig. 29- Example of Interpreted Seismic Reflection Line Across Mediterranean Ridge (Line MS-50; S.P. 12670-12400). 

























In the Hellenic arc the existence of a trench zone (Plate- III) separating the thrusted 
blocks of European plate over the scraped and imbricated blocks of the underthrusting 
African plate is well evident. From geophysical data it seems possible to say that the 
crustal layer, separating the imbricating blocks and the underthrusting, corresponde 
probably to the paleo-oceanic basement. In fact, no remarkable magnetic anomalies 
exist in the Mediterranean ridge. Therefore it seems that imbrication involves only 
sedimentary layers. 
In Plate II the reconstructed geological cross-section of the Mediterranean ridge 
and the Ionian abyssal basin is shown. Moho discontinuity is calculated from gravity. 
3. Volcanic activity 
In the previous paragraphs, we have commented on the volcanic activities and their 
space distribution on the various studied geological provinces. For a more organic view, 
this important argument is now more specifically examined with the purpose of 
following the time and space distribution of volCanism and of understanding connected 
geodynamical meanings. 
Assembling all the numerous known volcanic shows outcropping, checked by 
boreholes, or deduced from geophysical exploration, a function of igneous activity 
against geological time from Permo-Trias ic until the present with an arbitrary seal is 
compiled (Fig. 32). In this figure the ploued intensity of volcanic activity i obtain d 
taking into account the total thickness of igneous intervals occurring in a given 
province, in the considered geological time, and the space distribution density of the 
same area. 
The following four main phases of igneous activity have been recognized in the 
Pelagian and Ionian Seas during about the last 230 M y.: 
l) Middle-Up per Triassic ("T") 
2) Middle-Jurassic ("J") 
3) Middle-Upper Cretaceous ("K") 
4) Middle-Upper Miocene to Quaternary ("NQ") 
These phases are associated with corresponding parossistic periods of extensional 
geodynamics occurred on a more or less wide part of the studied area, or on a 
determined province of it. In Fig. 31 the space distribution of the volcanic activities with 
indication of the corresponding extensional phase is shown. 
This time-space distribution is based on all the most important data until now 
gathered. It is evident that further explorations may improve the knowledge. In some 
areas, scarcely known at present, it is possible to expect event consistent modifications, 
and/or additional activities with respect to the present information. 
The diagram of Fig. 32 indicates the four main extensional pha recognized. This 
does not mean that between a phase and the successive one ompl t ly quiet conditions 
occurred. A main phase is intended as a geological interval of time during which 
remarkable geodynamical (rifting) processes took place on a wide area or along a 
regional fault. In between each phase the geodynamic activity produced, in a given 
province, more moderate deformations, but the activity did not necessarily cease 
completely. 
Th first pha e 'T ' produc d i ch k d eff t n th icily Malta area with 
frequent ba alti intervals inl rb dd d with Middl - pp r Tria si dim ntary 
seq~ nces(Fig. 31 & Plate IV). t·y pr bably als in Lh Gab -Trip li-Mi urata ~ 10 a · h" tchiog activi t occulT d. We have no information but we suppose activity of 
8 phas • also in the Sirt trough ar a. 
A~ already mentioned above, in the Middle-Jurassic the most impressive and 
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Fig. 32- Mai11 E '1/m .~ioita. l Plw . e.~ a11d Rrdoth>r T~rneaus A<·tivities of PrltLgian ttTulloniart , t>tt .~. 
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. h ' · . al · completely or a lmost 
patt of this prov ince sue~ a ,Lime trttglap ~~:~tl~landts along th Si ily-Malta 
complet ly composed by. tgn lou . ro~ t ; found Also on the deepei· part of th 
escarpment Middle J urasst vo cam 1 oc s · .. 
Sirte rise this volca.nic phase can be expected . . 
. 1 . rocks of the M iddle-Upper Cretaceou phase are proven tn 
The ex.tstence of vo came . . . . B . . S icil -Malta p lateau area. Geophy-
the following areas: Gabes-Tnp,olt-~ tsu r a.tab ascmlea' rly r ycognized i n the Sirte rise and 
· al 'd f 'K" phase vo cam m can e ' . 
SIC eVl ence ~ M d' b nk and in the Ionian ab y sal ba m too. 
very probab ly m the eastern e rna a , . . . . 
h ("NQ") with maximum acttvtty tn Mtddle-
The last Neogene-Quatern?ryh P a 'd 1 cliff d and generalized one. P roven Upper Miocene to Quat rnat-y IS t e mo l Wl e ~ . ' M Ita are and mainly in the 
"NQ" igneous rocks e.x.i t in Ragusa .a~d ~;~~~- Le~ltini · v~canoes of Pantelleria Pante~leria-Linosa-~edma gr;td~s a~~be~s~[ Fig. 9. But, other numerous vo~canic 
and Lmosa; vo lcamc of~~~ e ma . . 1 Cb 1 re videnl fTom seismtc and shows, all along with the nftmg_area of ~he ~ICI y 'd anne t "~Q" volcatl ic activity is 
. d ta Cle and rehable smsmic evJ ence o . 
magnetic ~ . ~r . . . Channel Sicil -Malta escarpment. Impres ' e 
recognized m the Strte n se, Medma . ab 1 by · ('r.'' 14 15 16&17'). Th · d' · d · the loman yssa asm .L·~g.s , , 
volcamc bo tes are recogmze m · . t (Fig 17) where the thinnest 
most important one is that ?f the Mar~om sea moun area . 
crust conditions of the loman Sea e'ost. 
4 Geodynamic evolution 
· · . d 1 f lu tion of the Mediterranean or 
ln recent years several P~~ te~~rf"~c :~:th:r eSoome of tbes are mentioned in 
part of it have ~een propose y tf tht a.per to p.ropose a new model or to analyze 
paragraph 1. It ts not the purpos~o the s ~it with the numerous regional daf.a: .and 
those a!ready proposet ~~ ho . h ~ to observe that several basic propost.Uons 
concl':lston_s here descd e , e 'Yld lso li~e for ex.ample, in those of Biju-Duval et al., 
(~~i~~et~~~;h!rg~~ r,a~9;~~ Scando~e et al, (1976) , and other Authors, ar 
supported by relevant contTolled da ta and arguments. . h d 
il h · 'lant geodynamtcal p ases an 
ln thedf?llowdindg, indger~tl~ti~:tamo~i~c~?~~~~toilie investigated area, from the 
correspon mg e uce 
Permo-Triassic to the present, are commented on. 
4 1 _ Main extens ional phases . a1 
• . . h fo ur main p hase f geodynamtc 
As already mentioned m prevtous p~ragrap s, f th M'ddle-UpperTriassic to 
. l · · · th C ntral Mediterranean, rom e 1 { 
extenstona actJvtty, tn e . d . Th phases, obviously correspond to those o 
the Quaternary, . are ~e~~gruze . ese • 
the main volcaruc acUvttles: 
1) Middle-U pper Triassic phase f'T") 
2) Middle-Jurassic phas ("J") 
3) Middle-U pper Cretaceous phas ("K") 
4) Neogene-Quaternary phase (' NQ") f h Af ·can 
Analysis of extensional movemen t is limited to the northern part o t e n 
plate and marginal basins. 
4 1 1 _ The Triassic continental riftin g 'li . g 
• · 1l · d ta available ul t znl 
Using in pr iority all numerou ian~ or sha ow water ':a~~:~o~ian Sea, it i~ possible 
also the relevant geophysical ex:lorat;on. of d~e~ f a:rth e Late Permiam to the Lower 
to arrive at the fairl y. controlle I cone ushon t ~h r o continental margin of Africa in a 
Triassic, sedimentation took p ace on ~ .e nor ern 
substantially quiet geody namtcal condition. 
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In the Middle Triassic the first recognised extensional phase, which continued also 
during the entire Upper Triassic, commenced its activity. In particular three areas have 
been stretched and deformed by this "T" phase (Plate IV): 
a) Gabes-Tripoli-Misurata basin 
b) Streppenosa trough ~n Ragusa-Malta area 
c) Sicily-Malta-Medina mounts escarpment 
The Gabes-Tripoli-Misurata basin already existed during the Paleozoic, when the 
Gafsa-J effara extensional fault system originated. During the Middle Triassic this basin 
was newly stretched with consequent subsid.ence and expansion. 
From the southern part of the Ragusa platform to the Malta area, before the "T" 
pha e, in the Lower Trias ic, a generalized platform carbonate s dim ntation took 
plac . Thi original platform was tr tched and rifted o as to produce a regional trough 
(Plate I V.· Streppenosa trough) , where sedimentation assumed the characteristics of 
restricted pelagic condition (" Streppenosa" Fmt., or Black Shale). Part of this pelagic 
sedimentation, was probably involved in the successive crustal opening of the 
Middle Jurassic, and drifted away. The Sicily-Malta-Medina mounts escarpment 
and the Lower Sirte slope, were also affected by the same extensional geodynamics. 
The numerous basaltic interval existing in the Ragusa-Malta area on the Middle-Upper 
Triassic support this hypothesis. Locally, movements continued also in the lower part of 
the Lower Jurassic, hut, in general, diminished drastically or ceased almost completely 
at the end of the Triassic. 
This "T' phase produced an important rifting process that, probably, stopped 
at the continental stage with wide seaways, thinnings, and subsidences. This opinion is 
favoured by several Authors: Biju-Duval et al., (1977); Scandone (1976); Hsii (1978), 
and others. 
4.1.2 - The crustal opening of Ionian Sea and Eastern Mediterranean in 
Middle Jurassic 
During the Middle Jurassic along with the Ionian-Eastern Mediterranean marging 
of the African plate, the most important extensional phase, testified by prominent 
volcanic activ'ity, occurred in the Central-Eastern Mediterranean. More specifically, on 
the Sicily-Malta-Medina Mounts ca:rpment area and on the deeper part of the Sirte 
rise, the extensional phase"]" performed the complete opening of the Ionian Sea. It is 
impressive to note that this crustal opening is to the opening of the South Atlantic 
Ocean 
In the Ragusa-Malta plateau area, particularly on its eastern part, the Middle 
Jurassic interval consists almost completely or only of igneous rocks. The magnetic 
anomaly map indicates that this controlled" J" volcanic activity of the eastern Ragusa-
Malta plateau, very likely, extends on the1\lledina mounts area and on the Lower 
Sirte rise. 
During this phas the Apulian platform together with the whole Adriatic plate, 
·Which were already separated from Africa by a wide sea channe~ during the previous 
phase "T' moved consistently far away northeastward. The Sicily- Malta-Medina 
~ounts sleep escarpment separates the continental crust of the Ragusa-Malta plateau 
~om the oceanic crust of the Ionian abyssal basin (Fig. 6). A scheme of crustal rela-
tionships between the two areas is given in Fig. 33. 
Southeast of the Medina Mounts, the transition from continental crust to oceanic 
c?nditions, across the stretched, thinned, and subsided Sirte rise is much moTe progres-
M e tha_n across the Sicily-Malta escarpment. In fact, across this escarpment, at top 
't esoz~11c (Plate I II) , we pass directly with a mega-fault system from 0.5 + 1.4 seconds 
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fig. 34 - Crusta l Scheme of "Marconi Sea Mount " Area. on the Ma:fimum Mediterranean Gravity A nomaly. 
Ba~altic basement remarkably uplifts and sedi mentary sequence becomes much thinner. Prominent volcan.ic activity of " NQ" and very probably old.er 
phases. 
only some 20 to 30 km. South of the Medina mounts the transition from shallow 
continental shelf to the Ionian abyssal basin takes place across the wide area of the en-
tire Sirte rise, where completely different tectonic deformation occurred during the 
various geodynamical phases. East of the Medina plateau, for example, there is the Me-
dina escarpment mostly due to the 'K" and "NQ" str tching phases. This escarpment 
cannot be correlated with the Ragusa-Malta escarpment because ofthe enormously dif-
ferent dimensions and geological conditions. If we want to look for the southeast conti-
nuation of the equivalent tectonic feature of the Ragusa-Malta-Medina mounts 
escarpment, we can find it in the area from the Lower Sirte slope to about the 7.0 
seconds reflection time (Plate III)' at top Mesozoic. This area, now characterized by an 
intermediate crust type, very close to ocean like conditions, was great! y tretched during 
the" r' phase and, probably also during the "T" one. Successive "K" and "NQ' phases 
contributed to stretch the entire Sirte rise area and again the lower slope and deeper area 
above mentioned. 
Therefore, any tentative correlation between the Ragusa- Malta escarpment and the 
Medina escarpment has very scarce geological meaning, because there is a much mor 
significant correlation between the Ragusa-Malta-Medina mounts escarpment and the 
lower Sirte slope area (Plate III). The Medina mounts, after the various geodynamical 
deformations that passed through show now a complex extensional tectonics with 
several fragmented blocks and collapsing faults ha ing two main tr nds: E-W and E-
SW. Some shear faults seem to occur too. 
4.1.3 - Stretching Creta.ceous phase and associated prominent 
transgression 
From the end of the Middle Jurassic to the Lower Cretaceous included, no 
remarkable and diffused volcanic activity or crustal movements seem to have affected 
the studied area, except for an evident subsidence in the Early Cretaceous (N eocominan 
transgression). 
At the end of the Lower Cretaceous, a relatively thin, widely diffused marly interval 
("Marne a Fucoidi" layer) all over the studied Central Mediterranean area, interbedded 
in carbonate sequence, occurs. This layer is characterized by a good and continuous 
seismic reflector and is probably associated with a subsidence or with a sea level upUit 
Extensional geodynamic movements with subsidence and a remarkable transgression 
characterize the Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian transgression) which is very promi-
nent in the Northern Africa area, but is also evident in the Apulian and Adriatic areas. 
Thus, the "K" phase of our scheme of Fig. 32 produced stretching, faulting or activation of 
existing faults, subsidence, and magmatic activities of a basaltic or pyroclastic type in 
several parts of the Central Mediterranean. 
In the Gabes-Tripoli-Misurata basin there is clear evidence of extensional tectonics 
with faulting and basaltic effusion widely distributed in the Late Cretaceous. Volcanic 
activity of the "K" phase is also found in the Ragusa-Malta plateaus area and mo~e 
sporadically in other parts of the Pelagian Sea. Evidence of tectonic and volcaruc 
activity of this phase exists also in the Ionian abyssal basin. 
But, the geological province where the "K" phase seems to have produced its most 
remarkable effects is that of the Sirte ris and the Sirte basin. In the Sir~ rise. thde 
stretching activity is proved by the existence of numerous faults with back-ult~ 
blocks and volcanic effusions of clear Upper Cretaceous age. This geodynamiCS 
produced a consistent subsidence of the whole Sirte rise and of the Sirte basin, an? 8 
remarkable marine ingression on the north African plate. Apulia continued its mo\flng 
away. 
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Ch:~!~t - The Miocene•Quaternary phase and the huge rifting of Sicily 
The last extensional phase was active from the Middl U M" Quaternary It is p "bl t . e pper wcene to the 
Pela ian and Ionia ossi e o recogmze volcanic extrusions in many zones of the 
~~~~t ;,~l~onk .:,~:::; ~=~,::;::, ':J:\:";b::.':::,:~:~h•f ::;:~~":::. (B:!;;;;;:~ 
~h~ sei~~ic evidence of faulting and of igneous bodies of the N e Q 
age IS _Identified on several sites of the Pantelleria-Linosa-Malta-M ~?ene- b.aternary ;~~ ~~! fZ[ t~:a~~~in~t~~u:~(}~e h~und in the Sicily-Malta :s:=p~:n~(}i;,e~ 
Very clear seismic evidence of "NQ" volcanic acti · d · · · 
numerous points of the Ionian abyssal basin (Fig s 14 15 1V6It&y 1a7n') fadulftmhg se:nsts. m 
I
. · , , an o t e Irte nse 
A I these data show that the "NQ" h d d · : studied area H h h p a~e pro uce Its effects on a vast part of the 
. · owever t e area w ere this phase determined the most rem k bl E~o.~ogi_:' l~eo;:;odrphological and even crustal modifications is that of the Pan:::ilearia~ 
ID a a a- e ma grabens, or the area of the im · "f · f h 
Pelagian Sea, called globally "Sicily Channel" (Fig. 1J.ressive n tmg o t e central 
The ~ifti~g process of the Sicily Channel is more develo ed in th f 
Pantellena-LmosatoMalta(Fig.s1112&13JthanattheNW i . f\arpeal r?m 
Sea between Cape Bon in Tunisia a~d Mazara del Vallo . SWexS~e?Il ItyAol t el e agi_an h M d" b 10 ICI y. so a ong with 
t e e ma gra ~n. the process. is_ not so impressive as that shown on the seismic line 
Mf S-19h. BTut t~e _SICily channel nftmg area is continuous all along the entire Pelaa1an Sea 
rom t e umsian extremity to the Ionian Sea. o· 
al Sdismic dgra1ty and magnetic data show clearly that the rifting still active has 
re_a Y pro uce a remarkable geological deformation involving n~t only the e~tire 
ed1menlary sequence, but r markable tilting movements on both sid s of the Sicil 
channel p.re_a sho~ _that also the Lower crust participates in the geodynamic~ 
processe~ With uphftmg of the e~~h's mantle. Bouguer gravity (Fig. 2) confirms this 
observatiOn .. In fact along ~e S1c~ly Cha~el there is a remarkable positive re ·onal anom~ywhich, probably, IS a~soc1ated w1th a crustal thinning produced by the ?,INQ" 
stretching phas~. It can be srud that the rifting process bas already evolved to such a 
~age as ~o practH~ally now divide the Pelagian Sea essentially ihto two separated blocks 
ne tot e north~~ formed by the Adventure and Ragusa-Malta plateaus and the second 
~ne o!l theu1outh t_s formed by the Lampedusa and Medina plateaus. This second block 
emruns s stanttally connected to the North-African plate, because even thou hit is ~fectedfbhy se8':e~·al extensional faults and grabens, these are much less importa:t than ose o t e Icily Channel 
AfriTheApulid (Ad:iatic) _plate ~as _continued to move more moderately away from the 
aff c:n one an dunng thlS peno? 1ts SE passive margin, in the Ionian Sea, has been 
Tb~c ed by ~umerous new extensional faults or activation of previously existing ones hi~~r~:~nt~Ion~ p~cess ~s still active. A very high seismicity in recent and! 0 ; tra~scur Ime as een ? _served along with the Kefallina and the Gargano regional 
surr d~nt ~ults. E~ammmg these data and the deformation pattern of the whole area to a:~ t~!t the ~~t;m. plate (A pe~nine J?inarid~s, and Hellenides) it seems possible 
Kefallinia and Ge p a lfs nlow movmg antlclockwJse along with the above mentioned 
argano au ts. 
4.2- Co . I I h mpressmna phase of Calabrian and Hellenic Arcs 
n t e Lower-Middl M" h N . e 10cene, t e orth Afncan Margin commenced to collide with 
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the southern margin of the European plate. In particular the north Sicily margin 
disappeared beneath the European south-moving overthrusts. 
At the same time the inner Calabrian arc composed by European blocks moved 
outward (SE) and overthru ted the Ionian aby sal ba in Cmst. The Taormina 
transform fault has played an important role in' this process. 
The final result is a tectonically complex orogenic arc with overthrusts, reverse 
faulLS repeated imbrication of blocks and gravity liding {Fig. 19) . ln the Ionian the 
sediments covering Lh paleo-oceanic Cru t of the African margin are craped with a 
shearing plane that progressively d epen towards the inner arc. 
According to our interpretation, the accretionary zone, out of the European thrusted 
one, is composed by sediments from the Middle-Upper Jurassic to the Quaternary. 
The Hellenic arc shows a deformational scheme similar to that of Calabria. On its 
Ionian side the compressional movements and the relative deformation are much 
clear than on the Levantine one. 
As ah·eady observ d in the Calabrian arc also in the Hellenic one, the first 
deformational process at the limit with the undeformed Ionian abyssal basin, i due to 
an imbrication of blocks of Messinian to Plio-Quaternary rocks over a hearing plane 
which otTesponds to the ba e of the Messinian salt (Fig. 26 & 28). Then the 
overtbrusting progressively involves older ediments and the shearing plane deep ns 
(Fig .. ~ 27, 29 & 30). 
From eismic data are ional geological s ction aero s th 1 nian abyssal basin and 
the whole Mediterranean ridge has been reconstructed (Plate II). The feature of the 
Mediterranean ridge, substantial1y constitutes the fore-arc scraping zone of the 
Hellenic arc. It is formed by imbrication of blocks which include sediments sheared 
from the paleo-oceanic basement of the subducting African plate. If the deduced time of 
crustal opening of the Ionian (and the Eastern Mediterranean) is correct. here too, as in 
the outer Calabrian arc, the oldest sediments involved in the thrusting process would be 
those of the Middle-Upper Jurassic, but the existence of fragments of the opened 
African continental crust, including the Permo-Triassic and the Liassic, cannot be 
cGlm pletely excluded. 
The seismic stratigraphy clearly indicates that between a block and the pr vious or 
the succ ssive one of the scraping zoo of the Mediterranean ridge th r is gen rally a 
p ssible correlation while the Hellenic trench separates two zone complet lydifferent 
from the viewpoint of the seismic characters. This is perfectly omprehensihle if it is 
assumed that the H 11 nic trench i the regional tectonic contact between the ubducting 
African plate and the European one. 
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J.D. Byerlee and M. Wyss (Ed): Rock friction and eartquake prediction.. 
Contributions to Current Research in Geophy ies (CCRG) 6. Bickhauses, Verlag, Basel und Stuttgart. 
This is the special volume 116 n. 4-5 of Pure and Applied Geophysics and consists of26 papers, most of 
which were presented at the Conference "Experimental studies of rock friction with application to earthquake 
prediction" held at Stanford Univer ity on April28-30, 1977 and were integrated with suggestions arisen 
during the discussion at the congr '5!!. · 
The mechanics of the rocks under stress and the theory of dilatancy is of course the subject of the majority 
of papers and many experimental results obtained in laboratory are described. 
Four articles at the beginning give a general description of the argument and they can be considered as 
reviews of selected topics. 
A number of papers describes the relation between friction and rocks type, temperature, sliding rate, 
presence of water and the character of the sliding surface. Heal flow anomalies along active faults, such as the 
San Andreas fault, are compared in some articles with the laboratory measurements of friction and the 
formulated considerations are interesting. The temperature increase during frictional sliding is presented 
together with the results of some experiments. 
· The problem of the premonitory change in the seismic velocity through seismic regions is very important 
in earthquake prediction. The results obtained in California lead to some considerations about the precision 
required in the readings of the first arrivals. All the condition of stress, pressure, temp rature and pore 
pressure have to be investigated to study completely the problem of the velocity chang · 
Other anomalous variations in physical properties reported sometimes before large earthquakes, such as 
in electrical resistivity, and in magnetic susceptibility as well as premonitory slip and gas emission have been 
studied in some laboratory experiments, and the results are shown. 
The variations in dilatancy and permeability during changes in stress on rock were investigated in 
laboratory and some works are described. 
Theoretical and experimental studies about particle and rupture velocity, modes of slip during fracture 
and frictional sliding and radiation of seismic waves are also presented in some papers. 
The volume results in a rather complete presentation of the aspects connected with the subject of the mck 
friction 
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